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Octave Uzanne et Albert Robida
Contes pour les Bibliophiles (1895)



London Impressions (Constable, 1898)

https://archive.org/details/londonimpression00meynuoft/mode/2up



‘An Impression’ et ‘The Embankment at Night’
(London Impressions, face p. 6 ; p. 9)



Aubrey Beardsley William Morris & Walter Crane
Thomas Malory, Le Morte Darthur The Story of the Glittering Plain
(J.M. Dent, 1894) (Kelmscott Press, 1894)



London Impressions (Constable, 1898)

https://archive.org/details/londonimpression00meynuoft/mode/2up



Alice Meynell (1874-1922) William Hyde (1857-1925)

Pall Mall Gazette

‘The Wares of Autolycus’

John Singer Sargent A.C. Curtis (1904)

(1894) Jerrold N. Moore, The Green Fuse (2007)



Frederick Evans

The Linked Ring

Ford Madox Ford (Hueffer)



Arthur Rackham
J.M. Barrie, Peter Pan in Kensington Gardens (Hodder & Stoughton, 1906)

‘Away he flew’ ‘Put his strange case in front of old Solomon Caw’



Ford Madox Ford
The Cinque Ports (Blackwood, 1900)

The Soul of London (1905)



‘Utilitarian London’ (face p. 11) ‘St Paul’s at Dawn’ (face p. 19)



But the roads are all expressive of this energy of flight from a centre. They are, as it were, signs of a
perpetual explosion ; they are the fringe of the mêlée, the shooting, streaming outbreaks of the
photosphere of London.
(‘The Roads’, p. 27)

Those who do not like the name of mud should see how these lights are answered by the floor of mud
in simple silver and steel. Twice a day the motion of the wave is there, twice a day the still shore. With
that cradling change go the changes of the boats and barges at the wharves. All is life, but there is no
colour, except where you very dimly perceive that a sail is red as the sails are on the Adriatic. It is a
view to teach painting, to teach seeing. (‘Chelsea Reach’, p. 17)

The swarthiness, the darkness of the colour a brownish grey is to be insisted upon ; yet to none but a
careless eye does the lower Thames seem all brown and grey. The dull hues are shot with one single
prevailing colour red. Innumerable red-tiled roofs are seen as the turn of the river shows their dusky
sides […] and everywhere are the red sails of Venice, dyed in the self- same dye, only differently
lighted. (‘Below Bridge’, p. 23)



James McNeill Whistler

Nocturne: Blue and Silver, Battersea Reach (1870-1875)



‘The Nerves of London’  (p. 6)



‘The Climate of Smoke’

Only by acknowledging the climate of London to be more than half an artificial climate,

and by treating our own handiwork – the sky of our manufacture – with a relative

contempt, are we excused for thinking the effects in any sense beautiful. (p. 9)

There is another effect of the London climate, besides the effect of sky scenery, and that is

the local colour wherewith the characteristic smoke, mingled with a little rain to make a

general water-colour, has painted the surfaces of the town in variants of black.

[…] too much of the surface of London is still the work of that dashing impressionist, the

climate. (p. 11)



‘Waterloo Bridge’ (face p. 20) ‘Below Bridge’ (face p. 22)



‘Kensington Gardens’
(face p. 12)

‘Victoria Tower’ (face p. 28)

As to these lights of London
lamps, their beauty, which is so
great, seems to depend almost
entirely upon the sky. See them as
they glow in the long unequal
curves that follow the subtly
misleading directions of the
streets of London, and in all their
brilliancy they make but a
common show pretty enough, but
not beautiful. But let any lamp or
line of lamps come into visible
relation with the sky, any sky,
whether a mysterious night-sky
softly embrowned, or a night-sky
swept pure by a west wind, or the
most ordinary grey of any
average evening and the lamp has
indescribable beauties.

(‘The Trees’ p. 14)



Swan Electric Engraving Company

Joseph Wilson Swan (1828-1914) et Donald Cameron Swan (1863-1951)

1881 : Swan Electric Light Company

1883 : Edison & Swan United Electric Light Cy

1885 : Swan Engraving Company

1893 : Swan Electric Engraving Company

(avec Thomas Annan)

(Frederic Ives)



Henry Blackburn, The Art of Illustration (1894)

Procédé ben-day

(mechanical dots)





‘Westminster’ (p. 31)

Herbert Denison, Treatise on Photogravure in Intaglio by the Talbot-Klic Process (1895)

Philip Hamerton, The Graphic Arts (1882)



‘The River’

Frontispice



‘Below Bridge’ (p. 23-24)

It is latent, even when no red sail rises between grey water and grey sky; it lurks in

hollows and inlets so darkly as to be almost black. Then suddenly the scarlet of a huge black and

scarlet steamer comes along and gives you the colour without a shred of mystery, without

charm, and with the most definite division.

Or now and then, at long intervals, a single flimsy puff of smoke comes between mast

and sky ; it is brown, the steam is white, and the cloud silver grey ; and through each of these

three with a various gleam filters the flying sunshine. Sunday seals the faces of the barns and

turns the key upon the leagues of wharves ; but it leaves all the cranes and masts etched in their

thousands upon the low horizon.



‘St Paul’s at Dawn’ (face p. 19) ‘St Paul’s from Watling Street’ (face p. 25)



“our impression is the effect of the lagging, and not of the haste, of our

senses. […] There seems to be such a difference of instants as invests all

swift movement with mystery in man’s eyes, and causes the past, a

moment old, to be written, vanishing, upon the skies.” (The Rain)

Merci !


